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HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

MARCH 7, 1963

Scholarships Open McGaughy Coming
To College Women For Spring Meeting
Grace Wells Offers
Financial Assistance

C. E. McGaughy, who recently conducted a Bible
seminar at Harding, returns this coming Monday to hold
the annual spring meeting at .the College Church of Christ.
McGaughy is a native of Texas and graduate of
Abilene Christian College. He is married to the former Pauline McCanlies. They have two children, Paul
'a nd1Don, who are both ministers.

Harding senior and junior women students with above average
grades may now apply for a
Grace Wells scholarship. ,, ·
There will be three scholarships
available for the fall semester
created ~y the graduation of
He began preaching in 1922 - - - - - - - - - - - - three students.
and has served churches in Elk
The scholarships are in the City, Okla., Springfield, Mo., Ok'lmount of $600 a year. Applica- lahoma City, Washington, D.C.,
tions of students applying are and Houston, Tex. He is now enscreened with a recommended 10 gaged in full-time gospel meeting
or 12 being sent to Miss Wells in work.
California for her final selection
Jimmy Arnold and Joel Anderson show off some of the "hardware'' they've managed to accumuPopular Speaker
late at debate and speech tournaments.
- PHOTO BY DEAN of three new recipients.
McGaughy is a popular lectureIn addition to good scholastic
records, students who apply must ship speaker, having appeared on
Dr. Roy Wellbome, placeestablish need for help and ex- lecture programs of nearly all ment director, stated this week
plain that need, must be diligent the Christian colleges. He has that there are still several senin studies and activities and averaged 14 meetings a year for iors who have not brought their
1hould show a good outlook and the past five years, and has con- placement folders up to date.
tributed to Power For Today and
'lims for life in the future.
Uncompleted Folders
Applications must be in writ- 20th Century Christian.
The folders must have six pic~ ng and include grades by subMcGaughy has also done work tures, records of academic and
ject up to the present time. Pre- on the mission field. He spent
co-curricular work, job prefercollege grades would also be six months conducting meetings
ence (especially if there are
helpful.
in Great Britian in 1948. The re- changes in preference since the
JOEL ANDERSON and JIMMY ARNOLD, Harding's up and coming senior men's
The scholarships are part of a sults of his work there are deOctober registration), and the
debate team, walked away with second place honors at the Capitol Hill Tournament '1>63,000 endowment fund at Hard- monstrated by his baptizing 74 in address
and telephone number
held Feb. 21-23 at the University of Virginia. The debators went all the way to the ing created by Miss Wells, a Belfast, North Ireland.
off campus where students doing
former resident of Searcy and a
top before bowing out to North- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - McGaughy is slated to speak their practice teaching may be
~raduate of Galloway College. each evening
western University in the ninth
at the College located.
Miss Galloway was a teacher in Church at 6 p.m. and again at
round. The final elimination deAlso Dr. Wellborne requests
the Oakland school system for 7:30. He will talk to students
bate was held in the Caucas
that students send a copy of their
years.
25
Room of the United States Senate
each morning in chapel.
work in any graduate study to
and the tape was later broadcast
the Placement Office so that this
over a Baltimore radio station.
information may be supplied to
Gayton Lamb Selected
Fifty teams from thirty schools
Harding honor groups accepted son, Virginia Wadley, Glenda To Run For SNEA Job
prospective employers in the fuwere represented at the tourna- outstanding students into their Black, Marsha Geisler, Phil Sturm
ture.
ment. Harding attended by ranks at formal ceremonies held and Oscar Coleman.
When a Harding student takes
Gaylon Lamb, sophomore Engspecial invitation and was the recently.
Membership in this group is lish major from Delight, Ark., has
a position, he should contact Dr.
only college in Arkansas there.
Wellborne in order that his foldNew members of Alpha Chi, confined to students with a B-plus been selected by the Florence
Anderson, a junior political national scholastic honor society, average in 12 or more hours of Cathcart Chapter of SNEA to run
ers may be placed in the inactive
Sixty-six Harding students go file.
science major from Swifton, Ark., were inducted March 1st at a history and an above average for the office of College Memberand Arnold, an English major dinner at the Rendezvous.
Seniors Must Register
record in other studies.
At-Large of the Student Arkansas out to area schools this week
to begin their practice teaching
from Nashville, Ark., have been
The group meets once a month Education Association.
To qualify for membership,
All seniors must register with
regularly winning debates and juniors must have at least a 3.70 to discuss topics of historical
Election of 1963-64 officers will which is required for teacher the placement office in order to
speech honors for Harding since cumulative average and seniors, significance. They have recently be held at the state convention certification.
be eligible to graduate. This aplast year. Both men are versa- 3.50.
They will travel to 11 towns plies whether the student indiscussed the European common March 29-30.
tile speakers and often rate high
Senior members initiated were market and are scheduled to hear
Gaylon, who was nominated for their first experiences in an tends for the placement office
in the extemporaneous division. Sharon Scott, Harmon Brown, a book review of "The Rise and unanimously by the local chap- actual classroom situation.
to help him find a job after
Earlier this year Anderson took Edna Butterfield, Linda Graff Fall of the Third Reich," at the ter, will be trying for the post
Searcy will have 26 of the graduation or not.
two first places in extemporan- and Pat Green. Juniors were next meeting.
now held by Cliff Bennett, sen- student teachers in the high
Two recruiters will be on cameous speaking, once at Millsaps Paul Learned, Robert Smith, Joel
This year the district meeting ior from Mayfield, Ky. Members school, junior high, grammar pus this month to talk to prosCollege in Jackson, Miss., and Anderson, Jimmie Lawson and of the society is scheduled to of the SNEA are working on school, primary school, Harding pective teachers. Dr. Charles Roonce at the University of Ark- Jon Farris.
be held on this campus.
campaign materials for Gaylon Academy and Harding element- mine, personnel director for Jefansas. They won the Millsaps
Officers of the club are Sharon and the delegates to use at the -ary school. Sixteen will be teach- ferson County (Denver area),
Phi Alpha Theta
tournament and were semi-finaPhi Alpha Theta, national his- Scott, president; Bill Smith, vice convention.
Colo., schools, will be interviewing in Little Rock schools.
lists in the Mid-South Tourna- tory society, initiated six stu- president and history professor
Harding's chapter, the largest
Five students will teach at ing until noon on Monday, March
ment.
dents at a dinner in the Emerald Irene Johnson, secretary-trea- college group in the state, will Judsonia and four in Augusta. 18.
Both men are American Studies Room Feb. 21.
surer. The faculty sponsor is Dr. take 20 voting delegates to Little McRae and Jacksonville will
Mrs. Marguerite Holcomb, perstudents and in spite of extraNew members are Joel Ander- Joe Spaulding.
Rock if the membership hits 196. have three student teachers each s o n n e 1 director, Bakersfield,
curricular activities, both made
and two each will be at Bates- Calif., school, will be in Amerithe Dean's list last semester.
ville, Rose Bud, Beebe, Griffith- can Studies 111 March 28 from
Arnold is sophomore Student Asville and Lonoke.
10 until 4. Both of them are prisociation representative and AnThe main teaching fields are marily interested in talking to
derson is a member of two honor
physical education (13) and elementary teachers to whom
John D. Rockefeller, IV, in spent three years in Japan at the training," Rockefeller said. "But
societies, Alpha Chi for scholastic
home economics (12). Twenty they can offer immediate conInternational
Christian
Univercharge
of
the
Philippine
Program
liberal
arts
graduates,
without
achievement and Phi Alpha
will be teaching at the elemen- tracts. They will also interview
for the Peace Corps, is slated to sity. He also did graduate work particular 'skills,' as we commonTheta, history society.
tary level.
interested secondary teachers.
Also representing Harding at be on campus March 12 to meet at Yale in Chinese language ly use the term, qualify for many
study.
with
students
and
faculty
memeducation
and
co·
m
munity
devethe Capitol Hill Tournament were
Doug Vaughn and Ron Wiltse, bers who are interested in Peace
According to him, nearly 3,000 lopment projects."
the junior men's team. All four Corps service.
additional volunteers are needed
A recent development offering
men stayed at the University
Rockefeller, who has served as to fill the 100 new Peace Corps further educational opportunities
Park Hotel in Washington, D. C. Special Assistant to Peace Corps projects slated to begin training for returning volunteers was also
After the eliminations were director Sargent Shriver, has a this spring and summer.
noted by the speaker. Georgeover Arnold, Wiltse and Vaughn wide knowledge of Far Eastern
town and Michigan State UniverLiberal Arts Students
took in the sights of Washing- languages and affairs. After he
"Practical experience in many sities have announced scholaring including a visit to the Sen- earned his A.B. at Harvard, he fields is as essential as formal ships for Peace Corps Volunteers
ate during one of its sessions.
who want to continue their
Anderson flew from Washington
studies after their two year serimmediately to Cincinnati where
vice.
he joined the American Studies
Volunteers, who must be
group on a one-week tour of
American citizens with no debusinesses and industries in that
pendents under 18, receive two
area.
to three months of intensive
Anderson and Arnold now plan
training at an American college
to apply for the West Point
or university in the customs,
Tournament this spring, but com1 history,
culture and language of
petition is keen. In order to go to
; the host country. Refresh er
eliminations they have to be one
courses are given in the skills
of the top nine teams in the
that the Volunteers will use on
Southwest. The best of these
the job. Additional training is
teams are selected to go to the
\ given at the Peace Corps' training
West Point tourney.
Anderson and Arnold are the
! camps i;;:u:: ~::ce
first debate team in the history
of Harding College to receive
Volunteers serve for approxisuch national recognition.
mately two years and receive a
living allowance to cover housing, food, clothing and other exGilliam, Lawyer Attend
penses, plus a readjustment alPersonnel Conference
lowance of $75 for each month
of service.
Dr. Bob Gilliam and Dean VirMarried couples are eligible if
gil Lawyer are slated to attend
both qualify for the same project
the Southwest Association of
· and have no dependents under
Student Personnel Administrators
18. There is no upper age limit.
Conference March 10 and 11, at
\ Anyone interested in Peace
Texas Christian University.
Corps information ·should conStudent personnel counselors
After hearing controversy the past few weeks about the timid
tact Virgil Lawyer, Peace Corps,
will attend the meeting from OkHarding male, an unidentified student paid a visit to Patti Cobb
Liaison Office, Harding College,
lahoma, Texas, Louisiana and
1 CH 5-3953.
and came away with more than he bargained for.
John Rockefeller, IV
Arkansas.

Wellborne Urges
Harding Seniors
To Finish Folders

Anderson -Arnold Debate Tearn
Wins Honor in Washington D.C.
Place Second in Capitol Hill Tourney

Honor Societies Initiate Students
With High Scholastic Achievements

Practice Teaching
To Begin Monday

John Rockefeller, IV to Interview For Peace Corps

I

I

2
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How we see ii

Students Can Show Affettion
To Parents by Writing Home

Students May Serve Nation
By Joining the Peace Corps
By Johnny H. Westerholm
On March 1, 1961, President
John F. Kennedy delivered a
special message to Congress in
which he stated:

The other day we chanced to read a postcard
"I recommend the establishsent by a distraught mother to her freshman son.
ment of a permanent Peace
It said:
Corps - a pool of trained
Dear Son:
American men and women
What's the matter, no mail again today! No
sent overseas by the United
Bison, no letter no nothing! Are you sick?
States G o v e r n m e n t or
Worried, Mother
through private organizaWe laughed when we saw this card, partly betion and institutions to help
cause we know the son, an energetic young man who
foreign countries meet their
like many other freshmen, is in too many activities.
urgent needs for skilled manBut, most of the humor lies in the fact that we too,
power. . ."
and this is doubtless true of every college student,
In Septemeber of that year
have received similar cards from home.
Congress responded by passing
But, when one stops to think of the worry and legislation which created the
anxiety that causes a parent to pen such lines, the Peace Corps. By the end of the
situation doesn't seem funny anymore.
year some 500 Peace Corps volunHow selfish and thoughtless the colle~e student teers had already been sent
is not to realize how much his letters will mean to overseas.
Their work included being
his parents.
Perhaps parents feel that with their son or teachers, surveyors, geologists,
nurses, rural development workdaughter away from home, life is not so meaningful ers
and agricultural developers
anymore. They know that their child, in his frustra- in countries ranging from India
tions of everyday college living, doesn't have as much to Nigeria to Chile.
time to miss them as they miss him. They realize
Not Fun Seeking Kids
he's grown now, he's talren the first break away
These were not just fun-seekfrom home and chances are he won't be there much ing kids who were sent to these
anymore. Perhaps they think he doesn't need them. countries as representatives of
Parents remain two of the most important peo- the American public but seriousple in a person's life. Even now many college stu- minded men and women who
were dedicated to a cause.
dents would feel like completely giving up if they Rigid
qualifications were estadidn't know their folks were home rooting for them. blished. Applicants are required
Too often, the student fails to realize how impor- to be at least 19 years old, in
tant he is! On campus, he's just another student, excellent physical and mental
and compared to othe-rs he may consider himself condition, emotionally mature
a poor investment. But, even if he's not a honor and possess a background of
student or a campus leader, to his parents he's still education or experience required
for successful participation on
an important personality.
Even though they can't be with him, they want the job.
They live on the same stanto live his college years too. They want to know who
dards as do their counterparts
his friends are, when he's happy, when he's dis- in the host country and they are
couraged, and even when he needs money.
subject to a representative of the
Think about it, student. Your parents mean a corps who in turn is under the
lot to you ... you know they do, but do they? Why ambassador of that nation.
don't you show them? You don't have to be sentiValue of Corps
What value is the Peace
mental and mushy about it, just let them know
you're thinking about them by writing them a long Corps? The Peace Corps is the
only organization in which the
newsy letter.
P. S. to Worried Mother: Your son is doing fine! people are directly benefited by

Alma Mater is Not Sung Enough
How many of you, when you saw the beginning
and end of the Harding movie and listened to the
singing of "Near the foothills of the Ozarks . . . . ,"
felt a fluttery, odd feeling in your stomach.
Here at Harding, Americanism is forever being
stressed. Being patriotic, loyal and devoted to our
principles are of great importance. But patriotism
and loyalty are just like charity in that they should
begin at home.
Alma Mater Seldom Sung
How often have you heard or sung our Alma Mater
this year - three, four times? The last time w_e
heard it was in chapel on the movie of Harding. The
time before that it was sung in chapel and led by no, not by any of college students, but by our aca(l..
emy. I can't remember when I heard it before that
time, but it had been several weeks ago.
If a poll were taken to learn how many students
knew the Alma Mater, I wonder how many students
would be able to say that they know the entire song.
It would probably be alarming to learn the
number of freshmen and others who don't even know
the first stanza. But before a I1erson can learn
something he has to be exposed to it and we certainly have not been exposed enough to our school
song.
We have one of the most beautiful school songs
that I have every heard. I believe the students here
love their Alma Mater dearly and would enjoy singing it more often.
- Marie Laird

the use of American aid.
By working with the people
of these nations directly, they
are able to gain an insight of
America that is possible no other
way. They may never know or
be benefited by the millions of
dollars that Uncle Sam is giving
their government. When some
energetic and patient young
person comes in and teaches
them how they can h e 1 p
themselves this is something
tangible that they can grasp.
This action builds up the image
of America that they have never
seen before.
American Heritage
The value of the Peace Corps
is not found solely in the helping of people less fortunate than
ourselves. One of the main things
that the Corps presents is the
chance for Americans to continue their heritage.
People are able to prove to
themselves that they can do
what their forefathers did, that
they can adapt themselves to
new situations and can accomplish definite goals.
This urge to prove to ourselves that we can do something
we thought we couldn't is inborn. It only takes a challenge
to bring it out. The Peace Corps

presents this challenge.
The recent 50-mile "afternoon
walks" that Americans began taking were not in an effort to please
Mr. Kennedy but to prove to
themselves that they could do it.
Corps has Critics
No organization such as the
Peace Corps is without its
critics. Some oppose it merely
to oppose it, basing their criticism on generalities and not
specifics.
Other critics of the Corps do
so on the contention that America is sending amateurs to do
the job when professionals are
needed.
They usually point out the case
of Margery Michelmore whose
postcard set off a demonstration
in Nigeria as their prime example. Maybe a dozen more minor
mistakes can be shown to have
happened but for the thousands
that have gone over this is a
terrific record.
The good that these thousands
of Americans are doing for the
tens of thousand of less fortunate more than offsets the mistakes.
·
Non-Partisan Group
History has never recorded
such a massive humanitarian
effort on the part of the citizens
of one nation for the benefit
of the whole world before this
time. The idea for the Corps is
backed by Democrat and Republican alike for they are learning that doing good is not a
partisan issue.

-Book
ReviewingThe purpose of this column,
which will be a regular feature,
is to review outstanding books
in our library and especially to
acquaint students with new books
coming into the library.
Life Atlas
One of the most fascinating
new books is the Life Pictorial
Atlas of the World, published by
Life magazine and Rand-McNaily.
This is a unique atlas in beautiful
color geared for use in the space
age.
It contains 110 pages of Life
photographs which show the
world as it really looks, 50 pages
of color photos that show the
world in three-dimensional reality as it would look from outer
space ,plus 280 pages of RandMcNally maps in color.
New Testament Octopla
The New Testament Octopla,
edited by Luther A. Weigle of the
Yale University Divinity School,
will be of special interest to
Bible majors although it merits
the attention of all students.
This comprehensive edition
presents the full text of eight
English translations of the New
Testament - Tyndale, Coverdale,
Geneva Bible, Bishop's Bible,
Rheims translation, King James
version, American Standard version and Revised Standard version - arranged on facing pages.
It shows the development of
the Tyndale-King James tradition in the succession of translations from 1525 to 1611 and in
the revisions from 1870 to 1960.

Dy Sandra Herndon

Dormitory Inconsideration
Presents Campus Problems
At the Student Association
Council meeting on January 9th
a problem was brought up and
d i s c u s s e d-a
problem
which
has been in existence
sin ce
boarding schools
began and one
which will remain until these
schools cease to
exist. That problem is inconsideration in the dormitories.
This inconsideration of fellowstudents in the dorms manifests
itself in various ways-excessive
noisiness, carelessness, uncleanliness.
Inconsiderate Students
It seems that the average college student is unaware of the
feelings and privileges of o,thers.
It isn't that he disregards others
or arbitarily decides that is is all
right to disturb other people-no, he is simply oblivious toothers' feelings; he literally stays
in a world of his own.
Naturally it is a good feeling
to be in a gay, carefree mood;
and to have to tone down one's
vocal manifestations of said mood
may be dampening to the spirit,
but suppose the shoe were on the
other foot and it was you who
had a test at 8:00 the next morning or you who had been sick all
day. Perhaps new light would
be shed on the subject, no?
Tone Music Down

Again, it is quite pleasant to
own a radio or a stereo and a
collection of albums and to be
able to play them at will. But
realizing that the walls in the
dorms (at least in the New
Dorm) are simply plastered
newspaper, the considerate student cannot conscientiously keep
the volume on high.
It's difficult to bear this
thought in mind-but there's an
old adage which says, "My liberty stops where my neighbor's
nose begins," and it's each indi-

Keep Rooms Clean
In most of the dorms two
rooms are connected by a bathroom; and having a bathroom entails the duties of keeping it
clean (to a greater or lesser degree). But how many of the four
people involved actually do their
share of cleaning? Quite often
one person out of the four winds
up doing all the work.
Where is that Christianity that
the Harding student is supposed
to exude--that Christlike attitude
that reportedly prevails on this
campus? Is it inhiding, or was it
thrown off like a cloak upon exiting from that building on Race
Street and not donned again until the next return?
These so-called little problems
are indicative of an over-all attitude, one that we will carry with
us all through life unless some
drastic changes are made.
Easy Way Out
The easy course of action is for
a student simply not to think
about this problem, simply to go
on, blazing his way through life,
letting the chips fall where they
may and even throwing the axe
over his shoulder. Then he can
remain oblivious to individual
responsibility and the duties of
personal integrity.
A member of the SA Co·u ncil
which discussed this problem
said, and wisely so, that it would
be to little avail to try to make
new rules governing conduct in
the dormitories and to try to enforce them-it must be a matter
of individual action. Until this
individual action takes place inside a person and then shows
itself in his conduct, the dormitory problem will remain.
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vidual's personal responsibility
to see that he doesn't violate his
neighbor's liberty.
Oh, how loudly we extol
Christian virtue! Oh, with what
fervor we recite the Golden Rule!
And then we rush back to the
dormitory and scream over the
intercom at 7 :45 on Sunday
morning even though we know
people are trying to sleep and it's
against the rule to use the intercom until 9:00.
Students who are normally
considerate and thoughtful in
other areas seem to think on occasion that everyone is up at
11 :30 p.m. or 7 :15 a.m. simply
because they happen to be up.
They forget, or never think about
the fact that there may be
people sleeping (or attempting)
in the room outside of which
they are having a five member
delegation with vocal display.
These students would be
shocked to think that they are
thought of as inconsiderate--but
judging by their actions (and by
what else can we judge ? ) aren't
they?

Please, Dr. Benson ... I'd like to say a word in defense of the pigeons.

ACP - The Daily O'Collegian,
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla., checked a popular
pipe shop and found that 60 per
cent of potential pipe smokers
who enter the store are students
and about 90 per cent of these
are motivated by a desire to quit
smoking cigarettes.
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Sam Decided To Like America---And Does
By Marilyn Horvath

When Sam Miao, senior Bible
major from Singapore, Malaya,
left home three and a half years
ago to attend Freed-Hardeman
College in Henderson, Tenn., he
made up his mind he was going
t o like America and the American people.

ing choral group, but he also
plays violin in the Symphonette,
a quartet comprised of orchestra
members, and sings in A Cappella.
Musical talent seems to run in
the Miao family for his mother
was once a concert pianist. But
after she married, she settled
down to a "more quiet life" of
teaching music and raising Sam,
his two brothers and two sisters.
Mr . Miao is a merchant who
specializes in medical supplies.

American Beliefs Not New

Although Buddhism is the predominant religion in Singapore
Protestant teachings are well
known to the people.
"American beliefs are not new
to me," Sam jokingly rema rked.
"I was sprinkled Episcopalian,
went to a Catholic grade school,
attended Presbyterian Sunday 1
Perhaps this partially accounts
school, a Methodist high school
for the long list of accomplishand had Seventh Day Adventist
ments and the personal popuclasses."
larity he has since attained, first
1
at Freed-Hardeman where he
Before being converted, he was
Plans
To
Return
Home
studied three years and this year
a member of the Methodist
on the Harding campus.
After he does graduate work, church, the group his parents
Sam plans to return to Singapore are still affiliated with.
Musically Gifted
and help with the mission work Appreciates American Women
Ira Rice has established there.
Sam is already well known to
Sam not only likes the Ameri" If it weren't for my personal
most students here for his musical accomplishments. He is not r esponsibilities to help spread the can life, he's also developed an
only a member of the Belles and word of God, I'd like to stay in appreciation for American wo- 1
Beaux, Harding's most outstand- America," he said. "But as it is, I men. "The girls here are much
must return. After preaching in more fun to be with than the
"Their
....-111- u u -1U1- u11- u - • - 111- 1111-1w- . + Singapore for a few years I plan Chinese girl," he says.
to teach at the Hong Kong Chris- upbringing has not been as strict
tian College. In later years, I so they are not as inhibited."
NOW OPEN
Sam admits he would like an
want to do mission work in one
American wife, but he quickly
of the undeveloped countries."
Sam was converted to the added, "I'm not concerned about
"Oh, it's really not so hard," Sam Miao, Harding student from Singapore, Malaya, assures
church of Christ after attending it. If I don't find a wife here, I'll
Phil Sturm when asked how he managed to find time for so many extra-cuddicular activities.
Bible classes taught by Rice. He get one in Singapore."
Sam has maintained an outfirst came in contact with the
One of the most noticeable far are Washington and Montana.
church when he took a Dale Car- standing scholastic average while ties and outside interests he does
!
in college. "At Freed-Hardeman have a better than B average characteristics about Sam is his
Although his opinions of Amernegie
course
in
memory
techI
I was an honor student," he mo- even at Harding. In addition to beautiful mastery of the Englisli ica are mostly favorable, Sam
niques taught by Rice.
120 W. Race
destly admitted, "but here I music activities Sam is active in language. At Freed-Hardeman he sees some weaknesses in the
"It is through this course that haven't made it thus far."
the Frater Sodalis social club, is made the highest score that has American youth.
On The Square
Ira
Rice
makes
contacts
in
Singa!
president of the Oriental club ever been recorded on a vocabu"They don't seem to be chalpore and does the most good for
Has Many Outside Interests
I
and associate minister of the lary test.
lenged enough," he said. "I don't
i1-M11- 111- 1ai- -111- nn-1111-•- •-•+ the church," he said.
But in spite of his many activi- Downtown Church of Christ.
He attributes his fluency to blame them for this because it's
the strict requirements set down due to their environment and all
in the Singapore schools. "We the conveniences they have. But,
were required to take English and to prevent communism, they
STOP - SHOP - SAVE
if we even made five spelling should make more of an effort to
mistakes on any written assign- inform themselves of the world
with
ment it was a compulsory fail- and its problems."
ure," he said.
Two more complaints Sam has
registered
are: "I'm picking up
Has Traveled Widely
this American slang, and everyTHE HOST FOR
In his 21 years, Sam has seen time someone asks me where I'm
a lot of the world. In 1947 he and from and I say Singapore, ninety
YOUR COMMUNITY
his family moved to Canton, Chi- percent of the time they reply,
na, but they left shortly before 'Oh, that's in China.' "
Searcy's Leading Sc & $1.00
"MEET ME AT THE MAYFAIR"
But, it just so happens," he
the Communists took over. He
has traveled widely in England added with a twinkle in his eye,
Shop in Modern Convenience
and has been in 22 of the United "that Singapore and China are
States. His favorite states thus 1450 miles apart."

Wyatt
Barber Shop

i
i

MAYFAIR

Hotel and Coffee Shop

STERLING STORES
"Be Thrifty"
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You Are Always Welcome

J

IT'S UP TO YOU

I

Come or Call

•I

For the Best in Late Snacks!

I

IDEAL SHOP
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Next to Bowling Alley
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~ Mark of WllltlpOOI COtponllolt

Free Parking
CH 5-4611

311 E. Race

GARRISON JEWELERS
ALL NAME BRANDS IN STERLING,
CRYSTAL AND CHINA
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS

Engraving, Watch and Jewelry
Repair of All Kinds
Ph. CH 5-2340

Corner of Court Square

WELCOME STUDENTS

I

I1

You'll Stay Clean
While your Clothes

l

1
1

Get That Way At

Rand's

II

Poly Clean
Highway 67 E.

Next to the Pit

I
I
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Let Us Serve You

--

Security Bank
A Friendly Institution
Phone CH 5-5831

201 WEST ARCH
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF COURT

Appliances

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Come in and Visit Our
Newly Remodeled Building

I

@Whlrlpool CorpOralloll, 1-.
All rlghlS rnerved.

1I

!

isa-

Housewares -

II

i

i
i
i

Furniture -

I

CH 5-9625

BEST

I

I

i

PROTECT YOUR BIGGEST
INVESTMENT WITH THE

I

!

f

of at Least $2.00 Until 11 p.m.
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Hardware -

I

Call for Deliver of orders

I! Highway 67 E.

!I

I
•
I

1

r
i
i

1
!
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Open Til 12 p.m.
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POLy CLEAN
SAYS:.
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I BILL'S FROZEN DELIGHT I
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_,._.,_,,_+ At Sweetheart Party
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Joyce McKenzie Plans ·
Wedding For March 3 I

March "1, 1968

j

SALENA COGDELL, Society Editor

J___.,___,._________..,_.,_,.______.,_,._,,,_,,._,,____,,_.,__,_,._,,,_.,_,._,,_,__,,,_,.__,_,l

"Sweethearts" was the theme
of the OEGE banquet at Kelly's
Grill on Feb. 16.
President Kerry Hardcastle
presented the club beau, David ·
Simpson, with a gift,and Dot Beck
provided the entertainment with I
a selection of songs to fit the
sweetheart theme.
Those attending were Kerry
Hardcastle, Dan Raines; Barbara Blackwell, Joe Oliver; Mary
Garner, David Simpson; Janice
Webb, Wheeler Pounds; Dee McCarley, Denton Kernodle; Karen
Kelton, Charles Masingale; Mary
Melton, Lemoylie Palston; Sandy
Stone, Arnold Winter.
Others were Suzie Romero,
Roger McCowen; Janet Hamaker,
David Day; Joan Wallace, John
Raines; Jane Simpson, Tom Kirk;
Snow White, Bill Laird; Margie
Jacques, Cliff Clark; Mr. and Mrs'.
Travis Stewart; Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Butterfield and Mr. and Mrs.
Jerome Barnes, sponsors.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer W. McKenzie, Sr. of Chattanooga, Tennessee, announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Joyce McKenzie, to Richard Lawyer on March 31, at the Brainerd
Church of Christ in Chattanooga.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Lawyer
of Huff, Arkansas.
The bride-to-be is a 1961 graduate of City High School, where
she was a member of the Service
1
Club and was gym manager. She
has a t tended summer school at
the University of Chattanooga
and is at present a sophomore at
Harding .
Lawyer graduated from high
school in Kennett, Mo., and is
in his junior year at Harding,
where he is a member of Lambda
Sigma Social Club, the A Cappella
Chorus, and the College Quartet.
He was a member of the Belles
and Beaux troupe that toured
Europe last fall.

I

Salena on society

Femininity May Be Attained Through Self -Control
By Salena Cogdell
There is almost nothing as insulting to a woman as being told
that she is unfeminine, especially
if the remark is from a male.
But, just because a person
wears skirts, lacey blouses, perfume, high heels and hair below
the ears is no proof that she is
really feminine, although these
definitely help.
In most parts of the world today, women are equal to men politically, socially, educationally
and economically; thus it seems
as though the only difference left
between the sexes is physical.
Modern womanhood is a mass
impersonation of this emphasis
on the physical which, in the case
of many women, totally excludes
all considerations of personal behavior, moral character or emotional control. One can be feminine or simply female; a lady, or
just a woman, depending on how
much self-restraint she possesses.
Three basic characteristics are
essential to true femininity-modesty, quietness and sweetness.
The first, modesty,does not include attempting to attract attention by wearing way-above-kneelength skirts or clothes which
are purposely too tight.
Neither are public displayals
of affection toward the opposite
sex modest, nor are off-color
jokes and vulgar, suggestive
speech, no matter who the audience may be. A woman who brazenly flaunts herself about is not
feminine, but sickening, even
though she may not realize it
herself.
Quietness, indicating submission, calmness and lack of bold
conspicuity, is a virtue to a woman, just as forcefulness and
confident leadership are admirable manly characteristics.

Many women forget to be ladylike by talking and laughing boisterously. They would do well to
follow the wise words of King
Lear as he said of Cordelia, "Her
voice was ever soft, gentle, and
low--an excellent thing in a
woman."
And lastly, a feminine woman
is sweet, gentle, kind, understanding and always willing to
help strengthen others, instead
of concentrating solely on herself-her own vain whims and
emotions.
The discreet woman knows
that she was created to be a

helper only, and that if she lets
herself succumb to her own petty
vanity, there will be room for no
one else in her life.
The prize is femininity; the
price, self-control; and the prospects, all womanhood who want
femininity badly enough to pay
for it.

Zeta Rho Dinner
Has 'Coral' Theme

Beta Kappa Hosts
Valentine Banquet
Beta Phi Kappa held its annual Sweetheart Banquet Feb.
15 at Kelly's Grill in Bald Knob.
The main features of the banquet were a report on the status
of the club by Lynn Reeves,
presentation of the club queen,
Donna Shipman, and the afterdinner speech by Bob Helsten.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Murrey Wilson, Sponsors
Ben Kail, Jay Dene Stone; Richard Weitkamp, Carol Starr; David
Southard, Geneva Jones; Bob
Kelley, Arevella Lynn; Richard
Absire, Mary Flippen.
,Tommy Hooten, Ann Smith;
Larry Yurcho, Barbara Whitefield; Dennis Organ, Marilyn
Cobb; Phil Merril, Sue Jackson;
and Teddy Carruth, Jo Byrd.
Others were Robert Halloway,
Jackie Mahan; Lynn Reeves, Pat
Clement; Jack Colvin, Donna
Shipman; Gaylon Lamb, Leah
Gentry; David Burks, Frances
Mayer; Costos Caretsos, Sheila
Mitchell; and Ronald Boran, Bonita Cantrell.

Frater Sodalis Banquet
Is 'South of the Border'

Anderson's Grill was host to
the annual Zeta Rho banquet,
with the theme of "Blue Coral,"
Saturday evening, Feb. 23.
Miss Martha Reeder entertained the group with singing
and self-accompaniment on the
ukulele. Her repertoire included
songs which she had composed
herself. Anne Smith, Tom Kirk,
and Weldon Calloway presented
a short skit for the group.
A presentation was made to
the club beau, Duke Jennings.
The following members and
their dates were present: Anne
Smith, Tommy Hooten; Countess
McNeill, Larry Nye; Dorothy
Christmas, Phil Harris; Leah Gentry, Gaylon Lamb; Mary Ann
Reams, Weldon Calloway; Camille McNeill, Lynn Rhoes; Linda
Nye, Tom Kirk; Myra Cope, David
Starling.
Others were Judy Estes, Teddy
Carruth; Andrea McAllister, Jim
Wilson; Carole Humpherys, Bill
Simpson; Nancy Cope, Johnny
Jones; Patty Shull, Jerry Hollis;
Judy Evans, David Burks; Becky
Simpson, David Goins; and Marilyn Cobb, Earl Davidson.
Special guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Lawyer, Andee and
Martha Lawyer, and Marilyn
Graff.

Fraters and their dates met at
a "Secret Rendezvous South of
the Border," Saturday March 2,
and enjoyed Guacamole Ensalada and Enchiladas.
Entertainment was provided
by the "A lo Sumo Quartet" with
songs and an instrumental from
South of the Rio. Andy Ritchie,
who has been club sponsor for
over fifteen years, addressed the
group.
Members and their escorts
were: Jerry Selvidge, Carol Sexson; Bill Laird, Charlotte, Chitty;
George Hobby, .Carmen Alexan-der; Jerry Bolls, Karen Smith;
David Starling, Myra Cope; Larry
Brown, Bonny Williams.
Jack Lewis, Mary Wagner; Bill
Short, Tamara Tanner; Leroy
Miller, Sandra Tanner; Denton
Kemodl'e, Dee McCarley; Ron
Baucom, Sarah Hawks; Ron
Barnes, Tana McDonald; Sam
Shewmaker, Mary Flippin; Sam
Miao, Marilyn Cobb; Ralph McCluggage, LaVonne LeRue.
Roger McCown, Susan Romero;
Fred and Carol Lemmon; Stan
and Betty Combs; Charlie and
Cathy Thompson; Jim Horner and
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Ritchie.

For The Best In
QUALITY and SELECTION
SHOP AT

KROH'S

LADl~S APPAR~L

100 Spring St.
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PIZZA
Also Spaghetti and Ravioli

Mon•• Thur.• Sat, 5to 7p.m.
Phone CH 5-9789 For Orders To Go
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GET YOUR DRESS MATERIAL
AND SEWING SUPPLIES

~

I

i

I

I

AT

LANGLEY'S
Drapery and Fabric Shop

a
2

= 219 W. ARCH

Talkington
Gulf Station

~

NEXT DOOR TO WESTERN AUTO

Wet Wash
FASHION
TOES THE MARK

South Main
and Park Ave

a
5

=

WITH

"l.mv

GULF PRODUCTS
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COMPLETE FACILITIES
FOR
YOUR SPRING PARTIES

--- --- - -- -
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Fluff Dry

SNIP SQUARES

--

")

Cleaning
$11.95

Pressing

'K,oberson's
- ·---111£1$1 .
'

e
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refinishing formals

RocK HUDSON . .~

The 3 R's of Good Eating
111-

Also specialize in

And
..... ...............--. ............

'K,estaurant
• -

Alternations

, ______llC_

'K,endezvous
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Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds That Assure You of
Permanent Value Always.

e

Sterling Silver by Gorham, Toule, Wallace,
and International

e
e

China by Lenox and Syracuse

ToNYR.ANDALL
foiE ADAMNACK OAXIE

:

..

JACKKRUSCHEN , _ _

E With just a "snip
•·

~

•

of the wrist." Life

...._ _ _ _ _ ......,,.?.aOIWl•f'IC"rr•sON•Ot'I-

Sun. Mon. Tues.

new look ••• in your favorite
high or mid heel heights.

•

Crystal by Tiffis, Glastonburg

1
I

• Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in Jewelry and
Watch Repair

!I
i

I~

Finished

-

THUR. Fri.

PARRISH JEWELRY
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VAN ATKINS
SHOE DEPT.
ASSORTMENT OF COLORS

Ph. CH 5-4455

Coin Operated
Laundry
Greg Rhodes,
Manager

Miao Speaks March 11
On "Arkansas Today"

Students Eligible
For Editorial Job
In Book Contest

Students Happily Return to Searcy
After Cold American Studies Trip

March 7, 1968
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WOOD • FREEMAN
LUMBER COMPANY

We Welcome
All Students
109 West Market

• Johns - Manville Products

Searcy, Arkansas

II Price Bro.
I

Florists

i
i
I

• Flowers
• Corsages
• Plants

I

i
s
I i
1 ii
I
i I
I i
I

I

I

1213 E. Race

I

I

CH 5-3723

.,

Ph. CH 5-3591
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• Beniamin Moore Paints
400 S. Locust St.
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RIDE OUT
To The
For

eCharcoal Burgers eThick Shakes eFast Service

MEET ME AT THE BARN!
Hightway 67

East

Losing Four Players
This year the Bisons will lose
only four players due to graduation. Of these, two were among
the top six scorers (Tom Watson
who scored 123 points and grabbed 105 rebounds and Larry
Brakefield who scored 116 points
and snagged 100 reboun?s.
Next years squad will have
four s t a r t e r s returning, and
should have the experience to be
one of the contenders for the
title.

eo~ PRINTING GO.

I

I

I

WELCOME
Harding College
Students and Faculty
See The Complete New Line of 63 Fords
"What if we don't come
back from Mars? Those
wonderful d i n n e r s at
White House Cafe!"

By Marie Laird

"I'm so tired" or "Oh, me!"
were the common whispers uttered Wednesday night during
the women's intramural basketball games.
The women just weren't accustomed to playing by the men's
rules. The scene was one mass of
women running in all directions
chasing the basketball or chasing another player. One remark,
"There's just too many girls out
here" expressed the thoughts of
the majority.
The women usually have six
players on each end of the court
104 West Race
instead of ten. Organized plays
by men's rules were unknown
also. No one knew the position
she was supposed to play. At
one time during the game between the Lions and the Soxs,
three Lions struggled to get the
ball from each other while the
Soxs stood back and watched
FEATURINGthem.
Marcelle Cosmetics
The scores were quite different
Revlon
from the previous intramural
scores also. The Pacers defeated
Coty
the Tigers 6-4, and the Lions
Dorothy Perkins
barely beat the Soxs 13-11. After
Max Factor
the games, remarks such as
"Whats wrong with girls' basketFor All Your Drug Needs See Stotts Drug
ball?" and "The boys can have
it" were heard.
Two intramural games were
g~llllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllUCllllllllllUCWlllUllUClJlllllllllllCllllllllllllClllllllll~
played Wednesday night after
~
e1001 ITEMS FOR RENT
~ church services. Due to the lack
of a sufficient number of women,
each team used only four play~~
eouT OF PAWN
~
~IB
~ ers and played by the men's
§
e ELECTRICAL REPAIRS
~ rules.
B
5 .Jane Eubank's team, the
Soxs, played Kay Herd's team,
•BICYCLE REPAIRS
the Redskins. But this time the
Ci
§ Redskins were scalped by a score
of 12 to 4. Tootay Mayer's Pacers
were victorious over Jean ThomPson's Trotters 32-4.
800 W. Race Ave.
CH5-4445
The women who have signed
•!•UllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllClllUlllllllCllllllllllllCllllllllllllDllllllllllllt•!• up to play intramural basketball
are encouraged to come to their
games to help support their
teams. Before a game can be
played, there has to be players
-and enough of them.
In the club games, TAG whipped Zeta Phi Zeta with a final
score of 33 to 4. Janie Kline
sparked the scoring for TAG with
INVITES
14 points followed closely by
Mrs. Robert Ponder with 13.
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You'll make it Doc
we've got a hunch
But stop by, and
we'll pack a lunch!

18 point average during the 5657 season. Rogers also lead the
team in rebounding as he pulled
in 166.
Ernie Patton, a 5'11" junior
from Pittsfield, Ill. via York College in York, Neb., followed
Rogers in point production as
he canned 272 for an average
of 11.8. Patton sank 106 of 252
shots from the field and 60 of
96 from the free throw line.

Stotts Drug Store

• Coleman Heating
t•-n-11•-•-1111-rm-a-w-111-•-?
I
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Bisons Start Season Well;

Drop Ten Of Final Twelve

Cato's
Barber Shop

I

5

Sideline Views

Sam Miao is slated to appear
on Channel 4 in Little Rock on
March 11, at 12 o'clock on "ArA five-day visit of American package of P & G products as a
kansas Today." His topic is great Studies students to Cincinnati souveneir of their visit.
decisions concerning Viet Nam where zero weather prevailed
Visit Newspaper
The winner of a unique book and Laos.
made them eager to return to
review competition for which
Their
only evening tour was of
the milder climate of Arkansas
By Shannon Spears
Harding students are eligible
and convinced them of the sup- the Cincinnati Enquirer, the city's
will receive a summer editorial Tofebts Name Officers
daily
morning
newspaper.
ProAfter getting off to a good
eriority of Southern climate (at
job with a major New York
bably the most impressive part start, winning six of their first
least during winter).
For Spring Semester
publishing firm.
of the tour was the three-story- eleven games, and for a while
The cold climate was physical- high printing press. The group
Salary, board and winner's
New officers chosen for the
battling it out
round-trip traveling expenses will spring semester at a recent meet- ly experienced by the men the received the first copies of next with the leaders
first
morning
when
the
bus
day's
edition
as
they
crune
off
be paid by the sponsor, Crosset ing of the Tofebt Social Club are
in the AIC race,
and Dunlap, Inc., publisher of the following: president, Bobbie wouldn't start. They had to walk the press.
the Bisons fell on
in
sub-zero
weather
several
The following day's activities hard times as
the Universal Library line of Willingham; vice president, Jean
blocks for a late appointment began with a tour of the Cincinquality paperback books.
',Thompson; secretary, S h err y
they could manwith the city manager. Dr. Ganus nati Milling Machine Co., which
Stone; treasurer, Barbara Siler;
age to win only
Open to Undergraduates
and the women went by taxi. makes machines on order for intwo of their last
The competition is open to all reporter, Carol Gansner; and hisdustrial concerns. The most im- twelve starts.
Viewed Steehnaking
current undergraduates of ac- torian, Marilyn Meyers.
pressive fact about this company
Counted comThe Tofebts are now making
credited colleges and universities
The first visit Monday was to was the employee benefit propletely out of the race at the
in the U. S. It will run from -plans for their formal banquet, the Armco Steel Corp. in Midwhich will be held on March 2, dletown, Ohio, There they viewed gram although it is non-union. start of the season, the Bisons
March 15 through May 1.
The company had a highly de- surprised nearly everyone with
The review of no more than 1963, at Kelly's Grill.
huge coke reduction furnaces, veloped training program for
their play at the first of the year.
500 words must be based on one
giant vats of molten iron ore and employees.
of twenty-four Universal paperHigh Point of Season
rolling processes. One of the most
Went Krogering
backs specified by the publisher. versa} Library titles each and interesting features was the proProbably the high point of the
These are titles used by many twenty-five third prizes of ten cess of refining low-grade tocoIn the afternoon, the group season was the defeat of Arkinstructors as required or sup- Universal Library titles each.
nite into high-grade iron pellets. visited the general offices of the ansas Tech, a victory which
plementary reading in literature,
A visit with Cincinnati City Kroger Co., third largest of the caused a stir around the league,
Nine-Week Job
history, sociology, the arts and
supermarket
chains. over both the fall of Tech from
The winner of the grand prize Manager Harrell was first on the nation's
other subjects.
schedule Tuesday. He and his Talks from various division heads their habitual front-runner powill
be
a
regular
member
of
the
There will be twenty-five seassistant, Mr. Crush, discussed gave the students an over-all sition and the upsurge of the
cond prizes of twenty-five Uni- Crosset and Dunlap editorial staff the various facets and problems picture of that business.
for nine weeks, from July 1 to
Bi sons.
of managing a big city. One of
The final tour was Feb. 28 to
August 31, 1963.
Leading the scoring for the
the biggest problems in Cincin- the Formica Co. Students were
He will participate in confer- nati and other large cities is surprised to learn that the hard, Bisons this season was Vernon
ence with others of the editorial urban redevelopment.
durable Formica is made of sev- Rogers, a 6'5" junior from Fort
department, sit in on sessions
eral
layers of paper which is Lauderdale, Fla. Rogers connectFor Banquet
Sampled Products
ed on 141 of 301 attempts from
with authors, agents, artists,
treated and pressed together.
the field and 131 of 169 tries
book production specialists - in
Next, the group visited Kahn
Photographs
from the free throw line for a
short, he will be in a working Sons, meat processors. They were
ACP - A total of 1,005 stu- total of 411 points.
laboratory of the book publish- shown the processing methods
Call Herman West
ing field and be paid a salary from the whole animal to the dent v i o l a t i o n s, with fines
amounting to $2137, was reRogers led Team
of $100 per week.
packaged meat. Some of the stu- corded during the fall quarter
Rogers, average of 17.8 is the
CH 5-4431
Columbia University is co- dents were allowed to see the on the campus of Southern Ill- second highest in Bison history,
~perating in the project by agree- Kocher process of slaughtering inois, University, Carbondale, Ill. 1 exceeded only by Fred Massey's
ing to house the student in one sheep for Jewish consumption.
Evenings CHS-3965
of its dormitories. The Columbia Between tours, they ate lunch
authorities have given their and sampled the products they
• Office Supplies
support in the belief that the had just seen processed.
competition has a worthwhile
Procter and Gamble was the
• Job Printing
educational objective.
next stop. There students viewed
• Rubber Stamps
Further information about the the production of Crisco and
contest may be obtained by con- Ivory soap, among other proDIAL CH 5-4844
ducts. They were given a sample
tacting the Bison office.
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I AAA RENT-ALL and FIX-IT SHOP I
THE SEARCY BANK
Students to use our

Bring us your Repair Work,

"The days that make us happy
make us wise."
- John Masefield

Regardless of Make or Model

tJllllllllllllCllllllllllllClllllllllllltJllllllllllllCllllllllllllr~

Complete Banking Service

y0 u
Will Like Our

Your Ford Dealer

Friendliness

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.
THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST

Member
F.0.1.C.

For Time and Temp.
Dial CH 5-4641

I
~

i

SPECIAL
Reg. Haircut 75c
Flat-Top $1.00

i
§

~

I MODERN I
I BARBER SHOP Ii
!open 7 a.m. - 6 p.m. Daily

~I Block North of Academy~
~JllllllllllllCllllllllllllClllllllllllltJllllllllllllCllllllllllllt~
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Eighteen Women
Named All Stars
Toni~ht is the big night for 18
Harding women selected to play
in the 1963 Harding Women's
All-Star Basketball Game.
They were judged by the club
captains as the best players from
the clubs. Surpisingly enough,
every woman chosen, with the
exception of three, are forwards.
1t should be interesting to see
how these sharp-shooting forwards look playing guards.

Yellow Team
Members of the Yellow team
imd the clubs they represent are
Judy Doty, MEA; Charlotte Atkins, Phi Delta; Harriet Storey,
Kappa Delta; Kay Henry, MEA;
Snow White, Oege; Kay Herd,
G TA; Jo Stanley, Theta Psi;
-Tune Hamby, MEA; and Mary
Gardner, Oege.

The Bison All Star players are: Front row from left to right: Jerry Mote, Duke Jennings, James Ruble, Ken Laird, Tommy Bateman, Butch Bailey and Arnold Winters.
Second row from left to right: Eddie Miller, Don Thompson, Ray Phillips, Cliff Clark, Tommy Bridges, Wilt Martin, Norman Preston, Jim Pratt, Gail Mote and Jerry
- PHOTO BY BURKS
Watson.

Bison All Stars Clash Tonite, Wind up Season
By Jim Angel
This year's All-Star team is
made up of a variety of stars who
have exceptional ability. Because of this variety, look for a
fast, exciting game with lots of
driving and shooting when the
All-Stars meet tonight.
This should be a wide open
contest and high scoring game,
as each team has about five or
six players who have consistently
hit in double figures in regular
league play. At least four men
on each team will carry a 20point-plus average into the game
over regular season play.
After a scanning of each roster,
I will pick the Big Ten over the
Southwest All-Stars. The basis
for this choice is the fact that
the Big Ten has a distinct height
advantage in Tom Bridges and
Wilt Martin and in the reserve
strength of this team.
Coach Prock will have a tough
decision deciding what five men
will start. Coach Allison, of the
Southwest Conference, will have
two outstanding guards in Jerry
Mote and Duke Jennings, who
will take advantage of any letup by the Big Ten players.
Considering the height advantage of the Big Ten and the speed
of the
Southwest, this game
could be won by the team with
the most desire.
A complete roster of both
teams is:
Big Ten
Tom Bridges - After a slow
start, Tom has averaged over
20 points a game for the last
six games. He possesses an excellent jump shot that is difficult
to stop.
Jerry Watson - Jerry has the
best set shot in either league
and can hit from any position on
the court.
Norman Preston - Norman is
a good driver and is deadly with
the one-hand jump shot.
Ray Phillips - Ray is a team
player and rugged under the

boards: he could be the deciding factor, because of his rebounding and defensive play.
Cliff Clark - Cliff is another
good board man with lots of
spirit and hustle.
Ron Thompson Ron is a
good team player and with his
quickness will steal a few balls
from an unwary opponent.
Jim Pratt - Pratt possesses a
good jump shot from either corner and will pull down his share
of rebounds.
Gail Mote - Mote as good
reflexes and will give a 100%
effort.
Wilt Martin Called "The
Stilt," this fellow is tough and
one of the best all-around players in either league.
Eddie Miller - Eddie is fast
and a good driver who hustles
at all times. He is another man
who gives a 100% effort.
Southwest
Tommy Bateman Tommy
has spring in his legs, and his
short jump shot usually swishes
the net.
Jim Penrod - Jim is a good
team player with a keen eye for

the bucket.
Jerry Mote - Called "The Motor,'' Jerry is a hustling little
guard who can tear up a defense
with his drives and who can
also hit the long shot.
James Ruble Ruble is a
tough competitor who makes an
all-out effort to win.
Duke Jennings - Duke is a
shifty little playmaker who benerally comes up with the big
points at the right time.
Arnold Winter - Arnold is the
player's type player who does

everything well and contributes
to the overall team play.
Butch Bailey ~ Bailey is a
good team player with spirit and
hustle.
Owen Mosley - Owen is one
of the better shooters in the
league and is a good defensive
man.

Atlantic League
Pacific League
Gail Russell
Kim Pate
Burl Sullins
Larry Ruckman
Ken Phillips
Alvis Brown
Glen Murphy
Louis Stepter
David Taylor
Stennis Johnson
Tony Webb
Cliff Bennett
Donnie Thompson Ronnie Smith
Ken Laird - Ken possesses a Bob Hancock
Elliott Tyler
good eye for the basket and can Larry Davis
Ed Rueter
hit from either corner.
Bruce Crawford Robert Gatewood
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Recapping -

East End
Joe Cunningham
Raymond Hill

AUTO SERVICE

1515 E. Race St.
Across from
City Tire Service

TRANSMISSION TROUBLE, SEE
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WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED NEW
VALUE GRINDING & ALTERNATOR
EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
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895 S. Main

Complete

For road service call CH 5-9693

923 E. Race

Vulcanizing

HA RT

The Hottest Brand Going

MOORE'S

Retreading -

Call CH 5-4620

Barber Shop
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Minor League All Stars

Blue Team
Members of the Blue team are
Marie Laird, Theta Psi; Kerry
Hardcastle, Oege; Jean Southard,
.K appa Delta; Carolyn Hugg, Kap4•.>a Delta; Jane Eubanks, MEA;
.Jean Thompson, Tofebt; Jackie
King, Omega Phi; Sara Brown,
Tri Kappa; and Carol Bissett,
Kappa Phi.
In the club games last week,
the closest game was between
the Independents and Phi Delta.
Independents won 21 to 19. Kappa Delta beat Zeta Rho 28 to 12,
Delta Chi whipped Tri Kappa 348, and TAG beat Tofebt 19-14.
Martha Gardner scored 14 of
the points for Zeta Rho to beat
Gata 20 to 15. Beta Tau Gamm~
had to forfeit to Delta Chi after
Sue Studebaker received a leg
injury, which left Beta Tau without enough players to continue
the game.
Closest Game of the Week
The closest game of the week
was played between Kappa Phi
and Theta Psi. At the half-time
Kappa Phi was leading 18 to 12;·
It looked as if Theta Psi couldn't
even make the easiest baskets.
The final score, however, came
out Theata Psi 30, Kappa Phi 29.
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take a break ••• things go better with Coke
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company byi

COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
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